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Editorial
we will see what happens. I feel a Mag Article coming
on.

Fellow Pnuts
Hi Everyone,
The last couple of months have been a myriad of
events and mishaps that always seem to include a
P76 or two. We had the Nationals over Easter in
Adelaide South Australia to which alas my P76 did not
make the attendance. Despite my best efforts to get
the car back together for the event, I had problems
that I was not prepared to risk a messy divorce over;
that is if the car broke down somewhere between Lara
and Adelaide my name would have been Denis
Thatcher.
The weekend before departure, my oil pressure light
kept coming on. It would reset if I removed the relief
valve and reinstalled it however; it would come back
on after a short while. Despite offers of help from our
Tassie colleagues the day of departure, I was not
willing to risk it until I was sure of a diagnosis.
The interesting thing is that upon my return, I
changed the Filter housing cover and have not had a
problem since. The only variable I could see is that
the removed cover had a wire screen fitted to the
inlet port white the other covers I had all did not. I
can only assume that the screen was clogging and
starving the oil pump.
I also had a problem with Clutch Shudder. This was
particularly disappointing given that I had fitted a new
clutch kit and ground the flywheel before reassembly.
This problem had me stumped until after the
Nationals I finally gave up and referred the car to a
specialist. It was determined that there was nothing
wrong with the clutch components or set up which
then left it difficult to hypothesise.
I had a lighter six-cylinder flywheel fitted to theorised
that because the problem was occurring only when
the car was hot and not when it was cold, that the
heat transfer from the crankshaft was causing the
lighter flywheel to warp. Perhaps this is not a problem
when the same flywheel is fitted to the six.
Working in an automotive training environment, I
decided to get a second opinion so I asked my band
of Ford experts to which I receive a resounding view
that the flywheel was too light.
Then came the third opinion; that is that the first two
were talking Krap!!!!. Who do you believe????
Well I went with the odds and I am replacing the
flywheel with a much heavier one (Terrier Truck) so

Its getting around to that time of year again where
the club must choose its engine room for the next
year. A great deal of good work has been done in
building the club into great shape over the past few
years Having said that, it must be noted that the
same members have carried on this work year after
year and its time for other to step up and take the
club to the next level. I would like to send out a
challenge to our Tassie Members, as they now make
up 12+% of the membership they should be
represented on the committee.
Several of the current committee members will either
not be standing for re-election or may re-stand but in
a different portfolio. We have been without a Social
Secretary for two consecutive years now and it has
reflected in our social calendar. Some members have
complained about a lack of events…. Well here is your
chance to make a difference.
Members should also note that several committee
positions are classified as Executive positions about
which the clubs ability to operate depends. The club
cannot operate without a Treasurer for example and
this is one of the positions becoming vacant.
In this day and age it is not necessary for Committee
position holders to be located in the Melb Metro area
to participate; technology such a Skype can be used
for Committee meeting participation
Due to the demands of my job, I am unable to
continue a commitment to produce this magazine.
Believe me it has been a struggle for me to see out
this year’s commitment as I travel 3 to 4 hours a day
to get to and from work plus the demands of the job
itself. I’m not complaining as I thoroughly enjoy my
new job but can no longer commit the time required
to maintain a decent output of the magazine to
members.
It is for this reason that I will stand aside on
completion of this office term. I have served 3 years
as Registrar and 3 years as Editor so I feel its time to
stand aside and let someone else have a go. If you
have a passion for the P76 and are skilled at spinning
yarns and bull$%# then step up and give it a whirl.
In this issue we have a run down on the Nationals,
the usual pep talk from the Presedente, some great
articles from you the members and some exiting news
on Parts. I hope you enjoy the read.

Cover Picture
On the front lawn of Rodney Warrick’s Inverness Motors are probably the only two surviving original Factory Black
P76. It is believed there were six made 5 of which were undertaker vehicles. Tassie Member Andy Frith restored the
vehicle on the left. It is a V8 Executive with Imperial Leather trim. The Executive started life in Hobart with Pre
delivery carried out by SPARCO LEYLAND 161 Murray St. Hobart. It was first registered to the Tasmanian
Government, Premier’s & Chief Secretaries Department on the 28th of November 1973. Rego number GT 6036
The car on the right is owned by Rodney Warrick. Rod purchased the car (which was advertised in this magazine)
from a Gentleman from Stanley Tasmania (Second Owner). This gentleman brought it down from Sydney when he
moved to Tasmania. He purchased the car from the original owner a Sydney funeral director. It is believed that the

original owner purchased two for his business in 1974. The car is a V8 Column Shift Auto Deluxe with parchment
Bench seat interior, the original Black rubber mats and a black vinyl roof.

Bulletin Board
Your Club Needs You

Sun 26st July 2015
East Malvern RSL
Club Stanley Grose
Drive East Malvern

Letters to the Editor
Alan from Tasmania sent us this photo from a BP Petrol
Station in Kingston Tasmania. This placard is designed to
educate the do’s and don’ts in filling your car. I guess
they must have had a lot of people coming through with
44 gallons drums in the boot of their P76 wanting to fill
them up????

New Members
On behalf of the member of the Vic/Tas P76 Owners club
I would like to Welcome Sean & Melissa Adams, Michael
& Margaret Adams of Prospect Tasmania and Rob Monk
of Mt Gambier South Australia to membership.
Sean recently purchased a Omega Navy Targa Florio
from fellow member George Hammond of Bairnsdale
Victoria. George had owned the car since 2007 and
bought originally from Members John and Linda Beattie.

The meeting will be conducted between 2.00pm
and 3.30pm. Tea/Coffee (TOC) and dunkin
bickies will be provided throughout the
afternoon. For those who wish to partake a
meal with mates you can enjoy a meal in the
Bistro from 12.30.

Coming Events/Social Pages
The Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria and Tasmania is
please to annouce that we are massivly overstocked
!!!!!!!!..........................
The club has resently purchased, aquired through donation
and re-manufactured a plethera of P76 parts but our eyes
were bigger than our storage container leading us to be
somewhat storage space poor.
We now have a large selection of new old stock,
remanufactured and second hand parts available for VIC/TAS
members to drewl over.
In order to ensure that all members regardless of their
proximity to Melbourne are afforded equal opportunity to
purchase these goods at Club Prices we have devised a
cunning plan.
Having completed a stock count we will be updating the parts list and placing it on the Vic/Tas club website. Prior to
going live we will be contacting everyone to advise that the new list is being posted and providing a Parts Order Form.
The Posting will be followed by a 2 week period where all members can order items from the list using the order form
provided. Orders will be received only by email to a single email address provided on the order form. Parts will be
reserved using the following processes;

•

First Come First Serve. You will be advised which of your requested/ordered items are being
offered to you based on the first come first serve principle and the stock availability for each part)

•

Where a limited quantity item is ordered similtaniously by menbers creating a potential ownership
tussle we will solve the matter through a socially acceptable and ancient ritual
…………………………Rock, Paper Scissors.

•

Once advised or your purchases it is a condition of sale that your parts be paid for by EFT directly
into the Clubs Bank Account or by Cheque received prior to the Garge Sale event. Unless by
mutuably agreeable arrangement due to distance or physical barriers such as Bass Straight etc,
reserved purchases must be picked up on the day of the Garage Sale. We are trying to avoid post
and pack as this is both costly and very time consuming.

•

The cut off for orders will be 10 days prior to the Garage Sale Event. All goods not specifically
reserved and paid for prior to the day of the Garage Sale will be placed on the table for everyone
attending to purchase.

The Garage Sale will be conducted on Sun 28th
June at Chateau De La Haye 245 Windermere
Road Lara 3212 from 9.00 am to 2.00pm.
Come down, splash some cash and enjoy a social
afternoon with your fellow members over a BBQ
lunch.

Free Cuppa Chups with every purchase over $50
and if you think thats cheap, we have a large
selection of 3 inch hose pieces to give away!!!!!
Don’t Miss out……………………..The Dodgy Brothers

Leyland P76 Owners Club of
Victoria & Tasmania
2014/2015 Club Event
Schedule
Sunday
28th
June

Garage Sale
Grand Pickers
Parts Day

“Grand Sale Grand Sale Grand Sale” We are
overstocked!!!!!!!!Come along to the Big Garage Sale 27th
June 2015. (9.00am to 2.00 Pm) 245 Windermere Road
Lara Victoria.

Sunday
26th
July

AGM

Sun 26st July 2015
East Malvern RSL Club Stanley Grose Drive East Malvern

Other General Interest Events

Club Sandwich
Club Sandwich, proudly presented by Lorbek
Luxury Cars, is one of the visitor hot spots of the
event which sees over 200 cars on display across
the Museum Plaza on the Saturday and Sunday.(
and maybe the preceding Friday). Club Sandwich
showcases the club lifestyle and the cars of
yesterday alongside the desirable modern classics
presented by the team at Lorbeks, It is the perfect
tasting plate to the main event.
Club Sandwich applications are now open. We are
looking for well presented original vehicles to enter
the event If you and your vehicle are interested
please complete the form posted with this
magazine, and forward it to Ken Western at "4
Beaumont Street, Vermont 3133.
Ken will coordinate how many entries we want to
make and discuss with the event coordinator. We
will also be putting up our marquee and showing of
some of our trophies and other club material. It
would be good to display 5 or 6 cars each day. An
entry is required for each day you would like to
display your car.
Please note, the organisers are looking for our best
cars. If you have any doubt about your car please
speak to one of the club committee for advice.
Membership forms should be returned to Ken
Western by 21 June.
Please note that spaces are limited and restriction
do apply.

La página de Presidentes
Hi everyone, quite a few things to talk about for this magazine.

P76 Nationals in South Australia
This was a great event, and I wish some more of our members could have joined us.
It was probably the friendliest P76 event I have attended. The two days I spent
driving to South Australia were just beautiful for touring with a big powerful car.
Despite the best attempts of “Big Bird”, I managed not to get a speeding ticket. The
Police had a large contingent on the roads in Victoria and South Australia, so most
drivers on the road were well behaved which just improved the cruise. The South
Australian club put on some great events, including, the P76 Olympics which were just
funny – you had to be there. The trip down to the coast on the Saturday and the boat
ride out to the mouth of the Murray was fantastic, and the concourse, on the Sunday
was in a great park, great weather, and lots of really nice cars. Our members took out
more than our fair share of trophies. Well done to the members who won prizes. The
meals organised by the South Australian club were also really good. However on the
Sunday night (late) the heavens opened and it turned cold. The drive back to
Melbourne on the Monday was good, but cold and wet.
Big Bird ran well. All the work done by David Walker over the last couple of years;
engine rebuild, brakes and suspension, really paid off, and added to the enjoyment of
the drive.
Our Club has been asked to host the next National meet. The next Committee will
need to decide whether to accept this task.

Trip to Car Museum in Trafalgar.
This drive out to Trafalgar was a very enjoyable day. Great weather, and the museum is pretty good, although all
Holdens and no P's. It was a pity so few members turned up. After the visit to the museum, John Ernst showed us
how to get to the look out tower in Trafalgar so we could have a look at the spectacular views. The road up the hill
was a pretty good test of how well the car would perform on a hill climb. John told me afterwards that the “hill
climb” was renowned for the number of roll overs that occurred each year.
Boot Mats
These excellent boot mats are now available at $170 for members. Much cheaper than others that are currently
being advertised; and in my opinion the club ones are much better quality.
Club Expenditure (Required Notice in accordance with the Constitution Section 10.7.3)
The Club has spent the following funds over $5000:
•

Boot mats - $5940

•

Spares purchased from J Beattie - $5000

•

Additionally the club has purchased the following from the NSW Club

•

VRS Gaskets - $1250

Members Spares Day
The club will be holding a Members Spares Day on Sunday 28th June 2015. This will start at about 11.00 A.M and
will finish about 3.00 P.M. It will be held in Lara, Vic at Chateau De La Haye. More details in the magazine. A new
spares list will be published on the Club website about 2 weeks before that, so you will be able to see what is
available. Start saving your dollars now as there are some good parts including quite a bit of NOS gear.
Annual Subscriptions 2015
Please don't forget that your 2015 subscriptions are due for payment by 30 June 2015. It will help both the
Treasurer and the Registrar if you could pay on time. This is particularly important for members who have cars on
the Club Permit Scheme, as failure to pay by this date means your cars will be classed as unregistered even if you
complete the log book, as the Vic Roads law requires you to be a “financial member of the club”.

AGM 2015
The AGM this year will be held on Sunday 26 July 2015 at 1.00 P.M. At the East Malvern RSL. More details in the
magazine. As usual all Committee positions are declared vacant at the AGM and a new Committee is appointed.
Over the past 6 to 8 years members of the Committee have usually renominated and have been elected, although
we have had some difficulties over recent years without a Social Secretary. Andrew Griffith did start this past
financial year, but a job change caused him to move back to NSW. This year is especially important as a number of
the committee positions will become vacant, and the Club needs to fill these positions to continue to operate
properly. The positions that I know will become vacant and where I know there is no ready nominee include:
•

Treasurer

•

Editor

•

Social Secretary.

To continue to run the Club in the way to which we have become accustomed, it is essential that these positions be
filled. I encourage you to please attend the AGM so that your can assist in electing the committee, and particularly
can I ask that you to consider taking on one of these very important roles on the Committee. The current
Committee members will be more than happy to provide training and help you take on these roles.

Safe Driving
Ken

Member Articles
The National 2015
Adelaide South
Australia
For those who did not make the 2015 Nationals in
Maclaren Vale South Australia you missed a great
event. The Vic/Tas club was well represented.
The Vic/Tas club served up 13 Vehicles and their
owners including Ken Western, John & Heather Ernst
and family, Tim Ernst, John and Linda Beattie, Martyn
and Silvia Hayes, Rod and Maureen Warrick, Trevor
and Heather Brown, Roland & Helen Stewart Stevens
and family (presenting three cars), Brian and Vicki
Carte, Damien Stein, Andrew Griffith and Partner,
Andy and Judy Frith, Bob and Georgette Findlay and
Nick and Nicky Kounelis.
For some the journey to the nationals started on
Tuesday March the 31st with a trip across the Bass
Straight on the Spirit of Tasmania. The convoy of
Tassie vehicles left Andy’s place in Launcestion for the
trip to Devonport. Andy was the one with sweat on his
brough as his Black Executive was still relatively
untested on the road following an extensive
restoration.
No time was wasted waiting in line in the Ferry
Terminal; Out came the polishing rag and Nick go
stuck into detailing his beloved P76 Super.

I got up bright and early on Wednesday morning to
go pick up the wives from the airport. They had flown
while the boys endured the Bass Straight Crossing
with the cars. They tell me they all shared a cabin and
in keeping with the clichet boys will be boys; Boys
were boys. Apparently Bob snores loudly and pined
for his new bride all night.
Moving right along we all caught up at my house in
Lara and assembled a convoy for the trip to Adelaide.
After a top up of Caffine levels, a tour of the Chateau
De La Haye and a vigerous plumbing inspection and
testout, it was time to move on but not before the
boys had a quick scour of the Man Cave.

We all gathered the next
morning for a hearty
Breakfast before heading
off for the final leg of our
journey. I would like to
take this opportunity on
behalf of the Group to
thank Rod and Maureen
for their hospitality.

The plan was to head to Rod and Maureen Warrick’s
Inverness Motors on the Wednesday and take the
balance of the journey on Thursday for the run into
Maclarn Vale.
Unfortunately I was driving the Toyota as my P76 did
not make it to a acceptable standard of reliability
given the major overhaul I had subjected it to. As the
odd one out I took point on the convoy. Andy was still
running his car in so we kept to a respectable
80Km/H. First mistake!, because I was point vehicle
naturally all of the passing traffic thought I was the
cause of the holdup on th highway. Frustrated
drugged up petulant truck drivers were taking it out
on me. I was run off the road twice; a Semi and a B
Double both swung back to the LHS of the road before
the end of the vehicle had gone past me while
overtaking, effectively forcing me off the road.
The interesting thing I heard on the radio after Easter
was that one in ten truck drivers randomly drug and
alchohol tested over easter tested positive to Ice.
We arrived at Rod and Maureen’s mid afternoon and
were treated to a warm welcome lots of P76 to olgle
over and a Maureen special gormet BBQ dinner.

The run towards Adelaide was relatively uneventful as
Andy had given permission for us to do 100 Km/H.
We had a set of instructions for a short cut through Mt
Barker to get us to Maclaren Vale and I think every
one used this to an advantage in seeing who could get
the most lost or the lostest!
We all did eventually arrive at the Motel and checked
in for the weekend. We were certainly not amoung
the first to arrive however it was fairly quiet.
The unofficial first event was “Lets make a P76 Traffic
Jam, the like that Adelaide residents had not seen
before. The roads were jammed as far as you could
see with these strange burbling vehicles from
yesteryear adorning a psycadelic plethera of seventies
colours……….

Below The traffic Jam
inside
the
Motel
Ground and the traffic
jam outside of the
Motel Grounds

The weekend of event was well organised and
enjoyable. Some went about their own business
exploring the many wineries in the region… Sampling
responsibly of course. Everywhere we went the cars
were admired by the locals. While cruising the
Wineries with Andy and Judy Frith we came across a
lady with a mint condition FB Holden. We met her
when she came running to the tasting room looking
for the owner of the black P76 parked outside. After
initially thinking she was about to announce that she
had just run into it a sigh of relief filled the room as
she go so excited to talk about the car. She had just
got her beloved FB Holden back from the repair shop
after a tree branch fell on it and crushed the roof.
That evening back at the Motel the rocker cover races
was in full swing. We did have an entry built by our
resident race car mechanic, Andrew Griffith (Below
Centre) however on the night the injunuity?? of an ex
Leyland Apprentice (or stretching the rules to the
limit) pipped our rocker rocket to the podium.

Silvia Hayes, Judy Frith and Nicky Kounelis relax
in the warm sunshine.
Competition of the day was hotly contested however 5
VIC/TAS entries scooped the prize pool

To the all important concourse day; the event was
conducted at a forshore reserve in Glenelg. The cars
were placed in a horse shoe around the perimiter of
the field presenting an awsome display of the
vehicles. As I did not have a P76 on site I was given
the task of Judging. I found this a very difficult task to
perform as there were no bribes forthcoming. I had
nothing left to do but be honest. The standard of the
cars was reasonably high but as usual many entrants
did not pay too much attention to the Engine Bay.
I found the it difficult to maintain consistancy as
many cars are now modified resulting from a lack of
availability of original parts. While originality is a
consideration in the scoring I decided that if it looked
clean and tidy then a reasonable concession could be
given.

Prize Winners from Left
•

Nick Kounelis – Best Super V8

•

Andy Frith – Best Executive & Peoples
Choice

•

John Beattie – Best Executive Runner Up

•

Trevor Brown – Best Deluxe Six

•

Kevin Smith - Best Super Runner Up

The medalions also worn by John and Trevor are for
members of the winning team in the P76 Olympics.
Left The
reserve.

concourse

display

vehicles
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Melbourne to Perth in a P76
by Bob & Grant Hutcheon
Three years ago Grant had joined the Navy and was
transferred to WA. His intention at the time was to
drive his P76 over but it developed gearbox problems
prior to leaving Melbourne and in time we fitted
another box provided by Martyn Hayes.
This time we both set off for Perth in Grant’s Dry Red
Deluxe V8 3 speed manual at 6am on Monday 5th
January 2015 in cool conditions with Adelaide down
the track expecting about 26 degrees. The car was
dual fuel and we ran practically the whole way on
LPG. It was running a recently reconditioned motor
with 30+ Rover flat pistons, a mild cam and a 450
Holley, which ran best on LPG.
Most of the first day was incident free and we drove
through Adelaide about 1pm. We changed drivers at
every fuel stop. It was still incident free at Port
Augusta with the engine purring away nicely.
A couple of hundred Km further on we had to stop to
let the engine cool and then top up the radiator.
Further on the ignition light started to glow slightly as
it came on and off. The ignition light glow got
stronger and more permanent. The next couple of fuel
stops were closed and when the LPG ran out we
switched to petrol for several hundred Km’s. The
headlights got extremely dim but there was a full
moon.
Suddenly we struck a road section with scores of
suicidal kangaroos. One small Roo went under the
car, one damaged the left indicator lense and another
huge roo caved in the front right hand guard,
demolished the indicator & surround and bent the
nose. We stopped and surveyed the damage and
decided to wait for day break before continuing.
When we woke, the engine wouldn’t crank over due to
there being a flat battery but being a manual we were
able to push start the car. We limped into the
Cocklebiddy servo about 6.30am and managed to
place the battery on charge. We then asked for
permission to seek an alternator amongst various
wrecks out the back and the closest possibility was in
a Saab but the mounting bolt was seized and we
could not budge it with our basic tools.
We decided that 3 hours on charge was sufficient for
the battery and also bought a new battery at $185 as
a backup. It so happens that the 3 hour charged
battery managed to get us an extra 450 Km to
Norseman WA.
The temperature was 44 degrees but we went to the
local hardware store and bought a battery charger,
stayed the night in a motel (with rammed earth
walls), had a swim in the pool and charged the
battery. In the morning we were ready for the final
stage of the drive to Perth and whilst refueling at a
servo a chap noticed the P76, began speaking to
Grant and said that if we needed any parts his brother
had an old p76 parked at the rear of a nearby
property.
We took the Bosch alternator out of our car and fitted
the Lucas one from the other car, which worked fine.
The other car had its roof chopped off to appear as a

convertible and had been resprayed in a dark blue.
Judging by the engine bay it was originally Hairy Lime
in colour.
That final drive to Perth was incident free and we
finally arrived at Grant’s newly rented house at Safety
Bay. The next day Grant bought a small compressor
and spraygun from Bunnings plus primer, sander,
body filler etc.
He contacted the WA P76 club president, James
Mentiplay, who was all too willing to personally deliver
2 indicator lenses and RH surround for $50. He turned
up in an ex Vic blue car originally plated Alloy 8.
I stayed a couple of weeks and we brought the guard
panel, nose and corners back to reasonable condition.
After I left, Grant took part in a local P76 club convoy
cruise from Fremantle to Mandurah and reported that
it was an enjoyable and pleasant outing and that
there were many extremely good WA cars and that
the members were very friendly and helpful.

Power Steering Racks...Leyland P76
By Philip McCumisky.
I was searching for options for re-conditioned power
Steering racks for the Leyland P76. The comparative
issue was that alongside other similar units from
other makes of cars there was a vast difference. I
thought I would find out why these units were so
costly by comparison. I have had frequent discussions
with Warwick of “The Steering King” a NSW based
Steering Specialist over this.
Power steering racks on the Leyland P76 are
considered to be of superior quality to most racks that
are in common use today.
It is generally believed that these racks are only used
as standard equipment on one other car in
Australia....the Volvo.
Leyland Australia did not make it a general practice to
offer power steering as an option on any of their
Australian produced cars, until the Leyland P76 was
considered as an Australian contender to compete
with the then ‘big three’ car manufacturers.
Most power steering racks are not as robust in
construction, nor as well built, as that which is on a
Leyland P76, I suspect that this is a deliberate ploy as
Leyland would not have wanted an item such as
power steering to be easily damaged on Australian
back country roads by a P76 driver.
Due to the relative scarcity of these racks they were
only offered as standard equipment on the Executive
Model P76. The question of servicing the unit as they
should be done needs to be addressed as these units
do require proper and factory correct servicing if they
are to give long and trouble free service. The attached
article will tell you the whys and wherefores.
Most P76 owners who are restoring their cars at any
stage will probably consider fitting a power steering
rack to their restoration even though it may not have
been an Executive model P76.
Warrick has had a wealth of experience in the reconditioning and servicing of these particular units.

His original apprenticeship included work on the P76
power steering units and he has elected to continue to
include servicing these units alongside all the others
that he also services.
I am sure you will find this article very useful and
somewhat educational, it is also an indication of what
Leyland production and design engineers wanted for
the P76 , quality, something that would LAST and be
strong and efficient.

I commend his services especially because he is
prepared to cater for a small but dedicated band of
Leyland P76 followers.

Philip McCumisky
Leyland P76 Club.
Victoria

You will note that Warwick is able to arrange
collection and delivery Australia wide.

ABN 97 098 744 579
37 BARANGAROO RD, TOONGABBIE NSW 2146
PH: 02 96319904
0418 274 576
Fax: 02 96316136
The P76 steering racks are one of only a few adjustable pressure type steering racks. After the rack has
been reconditioned, it must be set up on a bench tester with a gauge and calibrated until the left and
right pressure is equal.
The Steering King remakes some of the internal bushings which are no longer available The
reconditioning process includes essential rack repairs such as polishing the main shaft and pinion gear,
honing the rack housing bore, replacement of all pressure seals, O rings, pressure Teflon, bearings,
boots and inner tie-rods.
We have 28 years of knowledge and experience servicing repairing and reconditioning P76 power
steering racks correctly, and provide 18 months warranty on all units
The Steering King can arrange an Australia wide freight service for pick up and delivery if needed.

Regards Warwick 02 96319904
THE STEERING KING PTY LTD

.

by Andy Frith

Yep the old girl had by that time a number of owners
and by the looks of it, well, not particularly well
looked after. This sound familiar to anyone so far?

Anyone that’s ever restored a car, or at least had a
crack at it, knows the pleasure and pain that goes
with such an incredibly complex task. I myself have
restored a variety of cars in my time and still have
more on the drawing board; you know what?..... it
never gets any easier.

It had a number of dents, faded paint, different
coloured front alloy indicator housings 3mm bog
falling off rusted doors. Did I mention rust, just in all
panels, I mean everywhere, inner guards all 4 A and
C pillars just to name a couple and a vinyl roof in
tatters, but everything worked.

Part of that reason for me, is the fact that every
vehicle I have restored, has always been from
scratch; that is to say starting from a bare shell. The
other part of the reason is that I always seem to,
well, buy vehicles that need a lot of work done to
them.

It was registered so I used it. It wasn’t my daily drive
but it was a V8 oh yeah!! and it had a tow bar. She
did a bit of towing work for me as well. Did I mention
someone had put a 4 speed box in it.

For the Love of it.

I really do enjoy creating my cars rather than just
buying someone else’s and leaving it at that. I like to
make it personal. My black executive is no exception.
My black P started life in Hobart. Pre delivery was
carried out by SPARCO LEYLAND 161 Murray St.
Hobart. It was first registered to the Tasmanian
Government,
Premier’s
&
Chief
Secretaries
Department (as it was known then) on the 28th of
November 1973. Rego number GT 6036
Yes it is
Factory Black and yes I still have its original Buyer
Protection Service Plan booklet.
I believe the car is one of only six Factory Black P76’s
and one of only two left in running order. Rod and
Maureen Warrick have the other (black deluxe).
Interestingly this car also started life in Hobart.
I bought the black P about 20 years ago, exactly
when I couldn’t tell you, ….hey I’m getting older.
I do remember it was from a bloke in a small town in
the north east of Tassie called Pioneer It cost me
$1200 as he would not haggle one little bit, bugger!.
From the first time I drove a P, I said one day I would
get one. Well this was the first opportunity I had to
get one that was in one piece and still registered. I
snapped it up; I just had to have it (you know what I
mean) warts and all.

Every chance I got I would drive it. At this time I was
getting close to 40 years of age but drove it like a
lunatic teenager. It got a caning, poor thing. Many a
fun time was to be had it this car.
There are heaps of story’s I could tell, not to mention
a reconnaissance of the TARGA stages with WA Club
member Mick Le Cocq. but one does stand out. Not
wanting to ramble on I will try to cut it short.
Picture this. Mate in the back seat, his brother who
owns a GTHO 351 in the passenger seat. I am
driving, I want to impress, what are you going to do?
Yep, a monster burn out. I was pulling out onto the
highway and I let it rip. The old girl got full force of
the right foot and off she went.
Now what you have to understand is she is just a
stock standard car not hotted up. Well she let go and
smoke filled the highway. Not wanting to disappoint
and to show how great the P was I selected 2nd gear
and kept the pedal down. Well she was still smoking
hard. My mate in the back commented, “there’s an
awful lot of smoke. Does she always smoke them up
like this?” Not really but I was not going to argue.
Hey let us see the 351 to this Ha!
By the time we got back to my mates place which was
3 kms away it was suggested we check under the
hood, why? As it turned out the reason she smoked
so hard, was the fact that the oil filter had popped off,

and she was lighting them up on its own engine oil.
Drove 3 km with no oil in it. Found the filter put it
back on, put some oil in it and she never missed a
beat, brilliant!!
Before Restoration
Anyway I digress. After going to my first nationals
(Easter 2013) I was committed to getting one of my
P76’s restored to drive to the 2015 nationals. The
black P I had owned the longest, but it was probably
one of the hardest to restore. However, it had history
and at the end of the day it deserved to be restored.
It was a no brainer. Most people would have looked
at it and said trash it, it’s too hard. Believe me she
was in bad condition.

want the hood lining in before you start the rest of
the interior; anyway that’s how I work.
The day we left for the Tassie Ferry to the mainland
to attend the Nationals in SA I was still working on it.
When it was time to go I literary dropped tools and
drove it out of the shed. This was its first drive. I
had driven it up and down my street a couple of times
to sort out some issues, but driving it out of the shed
to go to the boat was its first real drive, let alone
continue to Adelaide.
Every km to Adelaide and home again was a nervous
time, looking at the gauges, listening for noises and
checking for leaks. Trust me, you never really want
to do this. My original plan was to have it finished at
least two months before we left so I could iron out
any bugs. Well that never happened and the holiday
was at times a little nerve raking. But all’s well that
ends well and she never put a foot wrong. The only
real thing that failed while on the mainland was a
dodgy head light fuse. That was an easy fix. To cap
it off my Black P76 also took out best Executive and
people’s choice award at the 2015 nationals,
something I really wasn’t prepared for.
Like I said at the national dinner my P would never
have made it to the nationals if it wasn’t for my wife
Judy. The last 3 months before the event, I worked
on it just about every night and weekends. Judy
would even bring my dinner out to me of an evening
to make sure I ate something and just did not live on
American honey (nice drop). I have a full time job by
the way, so working through the day was out.

Good Metal to replace Iron Oxide (Unfortunately
Covered in Spanish Olive which had to be
removed so the welds would take hold)
Well, very rarely do these things go according to plan,
my black P no exception. Although I had a repaired
and painted shell in my shed by Sept 2014 …………..I
never had the motor parts back from the machine
shop till Christmas Eve 2014,………….never had all the
interior upholstery till late Jan 2015.

It wasn’t just my wife that helped to keep me going,
and I would like to thank some other good friends and
fellow enthusiasts who helped in bringing the black P
together in one way or another.
Bob Findlay, who would always ring me up each week
to ask how the P was going, and always be there to
offer a hand when needed.
Nick and Greg, who came up from Hobart out of the
blue to help over the weekend.

Engine Bay Ready to receive the new Donk
As anyone knows, you just cannot leap frog through a
restoration. For one reason or another, you have to
work through it in an orderly way. eg. You really

Dave, Greg and Nick in action.

Of course now after a decent run in and a few kms
under her belt my black P has developed a rattle and
has one or two other minor issues. These will soon be
fixed and a few other things done to it that I didn’t
have time to do before the 2015 nationals. I really
enjoy my small collection of P76’s.
This is what I love doing and I hope I can continue to
bring more of this unique Australian motoring history
back to life. Of course it all costs money so my next
projects will not happen overnight, but WILL happen
and if you don’t believe me you can ………
Kiss my Shiny Black Butt

Dave Above, who almost lived at my place.
Andrew (stretch) Farrelly who came up with the
Spanish Olive donor car for some of the rust repairs
Daniel and Matthew, for their areas of expertise.
I would also like to thank Martyn and Silvia for their
friendship and hospitality.
Of course, a big thank you to Rod and Maureen
Warrick for their hospitality, for putting on a great
dinner and breakfast, and an awesome place to stay
the night on our way to the nationals.
Below: Andy and Judy Frith

Nostalgic Leyland Part Bulletin

BOOT MATS NOW AVAILABLE

The P76 Owners Club of Victoria and Tasmania are pleased to announce that we have
remanufactured P76 boot mat's which are now available. The mats are made from superior
Urethane rubber with the correct factory surface finish.

Vic/Tas Club Member Price $170 ea
Other Club Members $180ea.
To place your order please contact Brian Carte on 0407400468. It is preferred that Greater
Melb Metro members pick up their purchases, as these are very difficult to pack and freight.
For country interstate and across the “dutch” club members, Postage/Freight will be advised
depending on destination location however you should allow $20 to $30
Payments can be made to Bendigo Bank Acc Name Leyland P76 Owners Club of Victoria Inc
BSB 633000 AccNo. 129542155 Please ensure that you indicate you’re Name in the Payment
Description.

CLASSIFIEDS
Parts Trader

•

Leyland Australia 2 sided Service decal (with use
Castrol oil) on the inside (a new one) $10.00

Parts for Sale

•

Windscreens -The Victorian Club has new Laminated
Windscreens in stock priced at $185 Ea. Please contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).

Radiator inhibitor decal (Rolls Royce). Limited
stock $15.00

•

Leyland Part number on a 1.25 metre roll. The
"L" symbol in the Leyland logo is missing. This
can be used as bunting or cut down to do part
numbers (on NOS parts that the labels have
fallen off!) $10.00

Z295 V8 Air Filter Cartridges – We have a stock of
original fit airfilters for sale at $35 each. These are no
longer being manufactured by RYCO Please contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).
V8 Ignition Points- The club has recently managed to
procure the a number of P76 V8 Points. There is mixture
of Echlin CS217V, Repco L20, Bosch GL27 contact sets.
These are available to Members Only. If you want a set
Please contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech).

Postage on all these is $1.00 per each on individual
orders (bubble wrapped and cardboard outers). On large
orders, say 5 total I will pack and post for free.
Please email me directly with your name and address
and my CBA bank account details are 7000 00685400.
Contact Nick Kounelis 0418882043

P76 V8 Engine Main Bearing Sets . With the closure
of ACL the Club has made a last ditch purchase of engine

bearing sets for the P76 V8 Engine.
Bearings are available in .010 and .020 oversize at $130
per set Please contact Brian Carte Parts and Tech
P76 Restoration Decals
Due to demand from a number of P76 enthusiasts, I
have re made some of the Leyland restoration decals
that complement the Engine Bay Decals offered by the
Vic/Tas Clubs. Windscreen decals have been re
manufactured with extra UV resistant materials to the
Original Design.

Under Bonnet and Front End Decal Set. The Vic club
has reproduced the underbonnet Decals ideal for that
restoration of the engine bay where invarably the
original decals are damaged or destroyed on removal.
The decals are printed on Metalic Silver and include;
•

Type Pressure Chart

•

To Club Members the prices are as follows

•

Emmissions Control Label

•

Quality OK panel and Paint $5.00

•

Radiator Coolant Label . Both Types

•

“I’m Driving the Car of the Year” internal
reversed decal $20.00

•

Hot Run Tested and Electronically Tuned Label

•

Leyland Part number decal (a new one) where
you can write in the part number you are
displaying $5.00

•

Warning Label – Alternator Fitted with Negative
Earth

•

Front
Guard
side
Badge
Replacement
Exec/Leyland/Super/Deluxe and Six/V-Eight

WANTED Leyland P76 Executive Boot Carpet New or
S/H Please contact Bob 0409 160 116
WANTED Leyland P76 Super/Deluxe Boot Mat –
Used but in good condition for age.
Please contact Ray Ikin 03 51766086
WANTED(1) Set of GC P76 Window Seals Inner @ Outer.
(2) Under Dash Conduit (Large size from Box to Vent) 1x
needed only.
(3) W/Screen Trim Front Top Section only x1 GC
(4) Original Boot Rubber Mat in GC
Contact Michael Hare Mob- 0401092265
WANTED ACCESSORIES
Wire Headlight Accessory Guards for a Super
Force 7 Steering Wheel
Contact Philip McCumisky 0408 842 800

Due to the reflective surface the Decals are difficult to
photograph and appear blurred. Sold Items are good quality.

$20 per set If you want a set Please contact Brian
Carte Parts and Tech.
For Sale two Leyland 4 Speed Gearbox
Both gearboxes are condition unknown and therefore
suitable for reco. One gearbox comes with 6 cyl Bell
Housing ($250) the other without Bellhousing($150).
Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

V8 VRS Gasket Sets Come Complete with Valley Cover
gasket and rubber seals Limited Stock $250 Contact
Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)
VRS Gasket Set Conversion (Crank Case Overhaul)
60$ Contact Brian Carte (Parts and Tech)

WANTED DASH PAD
Top dash pad in excellent to mint condition. Will pay top
dollar for quality item Phone Steph on 0457844222
WANTED V8 4 SPEED MANUAL TAIL SHAFT
I am partway through converting the General Lee to a 4
speed manual, I have the box, the bell housing, the
pedals, but no tail shaft my phone number is
0410424695 if anyone can help out. Thanks.

Vehicle Trader
Vehicle Wanted
I'm looking for a V8 executive or preferably a Targa,
either transmission I don't mind. I would prefer a
completed restored car, but would also consider a refurb
job Contact Rob Calvert Newcount 0419 885 189

Vehicle for Sale

Now Available at Mentiplay Leyland

Omega Navy Targa Florio V8

Urethane Steering Couplings: $40
plus $5 postage and packaging

$1000 The car is at Rye Victoria

Rebuilt Urethane Gearbox Mounts:
$170 plus $10 postage (exchange
basis only)
Contact James Mentiplay
Mentiplay Leyland
Phone: 0408 918 127
Email: leylandp76@westnet.com.au
Anything But Expensive

Parts Wanted
WANTED Original Leyland 8 track tape player
Please contact David 0409 675 648

WANTED Leyland P76 Executive Carpet Ginger Brown
New or Good S/H Please contact Bob 0409 160 116

Contact Mike on 0412494489

Omega Navy Targa Florio V8
Power Steering, Factory air, Unreg.$4000.
Contact Bill Robson 0412 429 714. Located in Nowra NSW

You can advertise your vehicle IN HERE for
free
Please contact Editor at
martynp76hayes@gmail.com and provide a
short description
Please Include the VIN or Engine Number
and photos for your entry
Items will be advertised for three months.
Contact the Editor to extend your
advertisement or to remove it if sold.

